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Abstract— By this project the company will be benefited and 

will overcome from the errors they are accommodating at 

present; such as currently they are assembling clip into clip 

holder manually with the assistance of mallet. Clip holder 

made of plastic when undergoes with uneven forces applied 

by mallet causing defect in clip holder as well as in clip .Thus 

by making semi-automated clip insertion machine the clip 

holder and clip will undergo through even forces thereby 

eliminating the defects and accidents as well as reducing 

production time and increasing productivity. The CAD model 

of semi-automated clip insertion machine was generated as 

per the data collected by the company, objectives of the 

project, references and design calculations. After the CAD 

model generation, Finite Element Modelling and Finite 

Element Analysis was carried out. The linear static analysis 

results shows that the stresses are well within the safe limit, 

hence the design is safe. This will improve product quality. 

Automation not only results in higher production rates than 

manual operations it also performs the manufacturing process 

with greater uniformity and conformity to quality 

specifications. Reduction of fraction defect rate is one of the 

chief benefits of automation. This will also reduce the 

wastage of material, which plays an important role in product 

cost. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Basic fixture design for manufacturing applications 

envelopes two main aspects: location and clamping. Between 

these two functions, the 6 (3 translation and 3 rotation) 

degrees of freedom are constrained, while effectively 

positioning and orienting the part during processing. The 

location of box-type parts is usually achieved using the 3-2-1 

principle. This principle locates the primary plane by three 

non-collinear points, typically widely spaced; the second 

plane is located by two points and the third plane by one 

point. Jigs also provide tool guidance in addition to the 

location and clamping provided by fixtures. Usually sheet 

metal fabrication and assembly often requires other types of 

fixtures than machining fixtures. In any case, fixture design 

is most cost-justified for batch or mass production runs. 

Considering this, the fixture designs for single-piece parts are 

better accomplished by modular fixtures. 

 The machine tool industry has undergone sufficient 

changes as the requirement of user engineering systems 

changed; first it started with the manufacture of basic general 

purpose machine tools. These machines though offered 

higher flexibility were not suitable for mass production owing 

to longer set up times and the tedious adjustments of machine 

and tools besides requiring highly skilled operators. 

 
Fig. 1: Actual Images of Clip Holder & Clip 

II. DATA ACCUMULATION 

Thus by making semi-automated clip insertion machine the 

clip holder and clip will undergo through even forces thereby 

eliminating the defects and accidents as well as reducing 

production time and increasing productivity. Existing process 

of assembly is performed manually by labors. Clip is placed 

in clip holder by applying mallet force. This process causes 

frequent failure or defect of clip holder due to uneven force 

applied by mallet. There is a risk of injuries as very small size 

clips have to hold with fingers. Productivity is less as the 

production time is very high. 

1 labor assembles 30-40 pieces of clip holder in 1 hour 

Work in 1 day = 35pieces x 8hours = 280 pieces / day 

8-10 labors work in 1day 

10labor x 280 piece = 2800 pieces/day 

A. Process Working 

1) At first metal clips should place at each clip tool 

2) Plastic clip holder should be placed at holder fixture 

3) 40 N Pneumatic force at each tool will be applied 

4) By the application of force metal clips get placed in 

plastic holder cavity 

III. DESIGN CALCULATIONS 

A. Design Calculation 

Force required to fit aluminum clip into plastic holder 

Mass of mallet = 0.260 Kg 

Velocity of hitting = 15 m/sec 

Time of contact after hit = 0.1 sec 

1) Momentum just before hitting = mass x velocity 

momentum before hitting = m × v 
2) Change in momentum = mass x velocity after hit - mass 

x velocity before hit 

change in momentum = m(v − u) 

3) Change in momentum/time 
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change in momentum per time =
m(v − u)

t

=
0.26 × (0 − 15)

0.1
= −39 N 

Is the force in the direction of velocity of the mallet that 

stopped the it. Or 39 N in a direction opposite to the velocity 

of the hammer before the hit. 

 Hence for good fit without damage a 40 N 

pneumatic force should be applied 

IV. CAD MODELING 

Cad Model of the Semi-automated clip insertion machine as 

per the design calculations: 

 
Fig. 2: Isometric View of Semi-Automated Clip Insertion 

Machine 

 
Fig. 3: Different View of Semi-Automated Clip Insertion 

Machine 

 
Fig. 4: Detailed View of Semi-Automated Clip Insertion 

Machine 

 
Fig. 5: Detailed View of Semi-Automated Clip Insertion 

Machine 

V. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 

 
Fig. 6: Maximum Displacement = 0.42 mm 

 
Fig. 7: Maximum Vonmises Stress = 31.4 MPa 

VI. RESULT DISCUSSION 

Maximum Pneumatic force 40N is calculated will be applied 

on the each clip. 40 N force is very less for clip holding metal 

structure. To check the effects of maximum forces on the 

designed structure a Linear static Analysis is carried out by 

using Finite Element Analysis Technique. 

 From the Results of FE analysis it is observed that 

structure is deformed by 0.42mm and maximum stresses 

developed in structure is 31.4 Mpa. 

Yield stress of structure material is 205 MPa. 

 
Table 1: Mechanical Properties of 304 Grade Stainless Steel 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

As per the requirement Semi-Automated clip insertion 

machine is designed with collected detail data. The existing 

use of the mallet needed is replaced with an automated 

machine which can overcome the uneven forces being 

applied to clip holder and clip. On the basis of objective, data 

accumulated and design calculations a cad model of Semi-

Automated clip insertion machine is modeled using 

Solidworks. 

 After CAD modelling the Finite Element Modelling 

and Finite Element Analysis was carried out by using 

HYPERMESH and Nastran to validate the Designed CAD 

model. The linear static analysis results shows that the 

stresses are well within the safe limit, hence the design is safe. 

The product quality has been improved. Automation not only 

results in higher production rates than manual operations but 

also performs the manufacturing process with greater 

uniformity and conformity to quality specifications. This 

machine will also help to reduce the wastage of material, 

which plays an important role in product cost. 
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